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GerMedUSA Inc. is a manufacturer and distributor of US and German Operating Room surgical instruments. Our motto is:

IF WE DON'T HAVE THE INSTRUMENT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR
WE WILL MANUFACTURE IT FOR YOU

We have a wide selection of instruments from Orthopedic, Dental, Gynecological, MIS to Plastic Surgery. We specialize in Tungsten Carbide, Super Sharp, and Left-Handed surgical instruments. Quality begins at GerMedUSA Inc., where master craftsmen forge and manufacture each precision tool to exact specifications and measurements.

Dr James Perin MD received his doctorate from the Indiana University, School of Medicine. He obtained his residency at the University of Florida. There he developed a research and clinical interest in bone and wound healing that continues today. He has recently taken a research sabbatical to work with researchers at the University of Florida on a novel biomimetic bone process and finish his latest book on surgical nutrition and modern surgery. He has memberships in the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons and the Orthopedic Research and Education Foundation. He has been or is currently on committees of the American Medical Association, the Florida Medical Association, the Central Society for Clinical Research and the Orthopedic Research Society. He also serves on board of directors for Blue Wave Industries, a biotechnology company in Florida.

Through his research, Dr Perin has published findings both nationally and internationally resulting in multiple global medical patents with several others pending for his innovative designs in surgical and medical instruments. He has recently been working with GerMedUSA to develop the NeoGrip Quick Release Surgical Instruments Chromosome Surgical Handle™ and PI™ surgical instrument line of products. Dr Perin has also been busy with his next designs of surgical retractors which will expand his product line of surgical instruments.

With its modern, ergonomic design, the NeoGrip Quick Release Surgical Instruments Chromosome Surgical Handle™ reduces pressure, muscle cramps and fatigue. By removing the loops and modifying the shafts, it gives the surgeon more control over the area to clamp tissue or vessels thus increasing the visual field within the surgical site. PI™ needle holders uses a straight shaft as opposed to a bowed shaft (used in current tweezers designs) which increases the ability to grasp and pinch even after a large force is applied to them.

The NeoGrip Quick Release Surgical Instruments Chromosome Surgical Handle™ and the PI™ was developed by Dr James Perin, MD to help surgeons maneuver within the surgical field without having to awkwardly twist and turn their hands and wrists.

Coming Soon

Diamond Retractors

Square Retractors

PI™ Instruments

Please check our website www.GerMedUSA.com for our products

Check Twitter, Facebook, YouTube for new updates